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Vocabulary Sentences –

Dragon Gets By

� I need to eat from different kinds of food ______ to stay healthy.

� The ______ is full of food.

� My mom and I will go to the store and go ______ today.

� We are learning about how ______ grow.

� The dragon ate so much that he needed to go on a  ______.

� A ______ could not really shop for food.

� Is milk a ______ product?

� My meal needs to be ______ with fruits and vegetables.

� I am very ______.

� A ______ is someone who shops for food.





diet

People often go on a diet

because they want to 

maintain a healthy weight.

What they may need is to pick better 

foods like more fruits and vegetables and 

include more exercise.

When you are on a diet, you 

have to watch your calorie 

intake.



cupboard

Grandma’s cupboard is always filled 

with lots of goodies to eat.

Cupboards are 

used to store 

food and kitchen 

utensils. 



shopper

A shopper will select 

the things they need to 

buy.

Grocery shopping, for me, 

is fun but toy shopping is 

even more fun.



We go shopping in different stores.

shopping



dairy

Dairy comes from milk cows.

The milk is transported to the 

factory.

At the factory, the milk is 

put into containers, made 

into cheese, yogurt, ice 

cream, etc.

Dairy tastes great!



vegetables

Vegetables are very good foods 

for our bodies. They are nutritious 

– full of nutrients that help us 

grow and be strong.

Every vegetable looks different. 

What are these?



dragon

A brave knight fights a fire-

breathing dragon.

Fearsome warships look like dragons.

Dragons can get scared too.



hungry

This mouse was hungry. 

He ate a hole through the 

cheese.

The girls is so hungry, she 

can eat an apple.



groups

A book club is a group of interested readers.

Marching bands are popular groups, especially 

during sporting events.

Young adults have a lot 

of fun group activities.



balanced

Getting things balanced in your life will help 

you become more successful.

A balanced diet will include 

foods from each of the food 

groups: milk, meat, fruit, 

vegetable, grain, water, and 

limited sweets and oils.



Nutritional Pyramids - Examples



Now you can relax by the pool!



English Vocabulary Words
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diet_____________________________

cupboard__________   _______________

shopper__________________________

dairy____________________________

vegetables_________________________

dragon___________________________

hungry___________________________

groups____________________________

shopping___________________________

balanced___________________________



Spanish Vocabulary Words

dieta

armario

comprador

lácteo

verduras

dragón

hambriento

grupos

ir de compras

balanceado



dieta______________________________

armario___  _______   _______________

comprador____________________________

lacteo______________________________

verduras_____________________________

dragon_____________________________

hambriento___________________________

grupos______________________________

ir de compras_______________________

balanceado___________________________




